
Thermo-Lay
Model UD 425-120

Features

Industry leading short 120" cab to axle provides for the shortest turning radius while allowing for the best
weight distribution. Notice how far forward the center of the Thermo-Lay body is ahead of the rear axle.
This machine can legally carry a full load of asphalt and still be within the Federal 20,000# weight law.
Liability from an overweight load in this truck is eliminated.

The 34 gallon propane tank is built into the Thermo-Lay main body eliminating side impact possibilities
and damage, while easily loaded from ground level. No clumsy bottles to load or unload here. 

The Bomag vibratory roller and hydraulic lift, are located behind the cab, transferring valuable weight
forward while freeing up needed space at the rear for 180 degree chute swing and large work area. The lift
has safety audible and visual warning for lift movement and visual warning while the lift down and unlocked.
The roller is automatically locked when the lift is fully upright and cannot be lost or stolen.

Low 40" high spoils trash bins are easily loaded from either side and are slowly dumped hydraulically. Bin
controls are located inside the cab for operator safety and convenience. These bins are 1+ cubic yard per side.
No more high loading heights or back breaking high shoveling to load these bins.

The arrow board has a low transport height which conserves fuel when driving, yet hydraulically raises 36"
to provide exceptional visibility during repair work. There are 20 lights on this arrow board, 10 front and
10 rear. This visibility is as close as 10 feet from the back and as far away as 2 miles in daylight. The front and
rear displays are set from inside the cab for added operator safety. Two front white and two rear red strobe
lights are also included for added safety. Notice the distance between the arrow board and the Thermo-Lay
main body. Loading asphalt will not damage this arrow board.
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The UD 425-120 rear end has less clutter than other machines.

The asphalt chute can pivot 180 degrees thanks to a front mounted roller lift.

A 4 tool rack located on the drivers side also has an 8 gallon reservoir for additional water storage.

All hydraulic functions needed for repair are electronically remoted to the right rear.

The tack oil hose reel, hydraulic tools hose reel, and cleaning fluid hose reel are mounted inside the Thermo-Lay
main body. These reels are hidden from dirt, grime, and damage, yet are easily accessed from the right side.

4 ultra bright LED stop, turn, tail lights combine with the standard truck lights to insure maximum visibility
at a variety of heights. Two strobe lights are housed within the standard truck light housing.

One lever on the right rear is all it takes to select between tack oil and cleaning fluid and clean the entire tack
oil system. There is no cross fluid contamination on this tack oil system, so wasted tack oil is eliminated.

The closed, non circulated heat transfer oil system and tack oil temperature are monitored from the rear by
separate digital thermometers.
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The hydraulic tool reel, the tack oil reel, and the cleaning fluid reel are stored in a compartment that
does not allow dirt, grease, and grime to interfere with the operation of these reels. And yet they are
easily accessible from a removable panel above and behind the rear wheel.

Asphalt is delivered at a very fast rate, up to 2 cubic yards per minute, thanks to the automatic shifting
2 speed auger motor. This unique motor senses the pressure required and shifts from high torque low
speed, to start delivery, then automatically shifts to low torque high speed when the pressure demand
has lowered. All of this is done without any operator input.

Hydraulic fluid to the Thermo-Lay is supplied through a closed center system through one manifold
with electric solenoid valves, which allow the switches to be remoted to the rear and even into the cab
as well for even more versatility. Trench work is easy with this machine. The operator can dispense
asphalt while moving very slowly down the trench.

Sufficient space is left behind the cab on the passenger's side to allow for your custom installation of other
items such as cones, signs, or barricades. And additional lift may be installed to accommodate the roller
from either side to suit the operators desire.

The tack oil tank is built into the main body ahead and above the rear wheel. Tack oil temperature comes
from the same heat transfer oil that heats the mix, so the maximum temperature that the tack oil will ever
get to is the mix temperature. No more boiled, baked or cooked tack on this machine.

Storing the tack oil wand allows excess tack oil to drain into the waste oil tank built into the rear of the
passenger's fender. This waste oil tank also serves as a container for cleaning the tack oil system at the end
of the work day.

The Thermo-Lay is designed to WORK and built to LAST. The entire machine is powder coated for
superior durability and 100% stainless steel fasteners insures a long service life.

Proper and constant asphalt temperature is produced and maintained through the use of a closed heat
transfer oil system with one propane burner and one electric heater. Temperature regulation is automatic
day and night through the Intelligent Temperature Control System and accurate digital thermostats.
The system will automatically maintain a separate day time and lower night time temperature without
any operator input. Wasted asphalt and hot or cold spots are a thing of the past with this system.

Keeping the inside of the hopper clean and lubricated is accomplished by the Automatic Hopper
Cleaning System which sprays the entire inner surface of the machine with a 25 second blast of
bio-degradable release agent. All this from a single switch at ground level. No more having to climb
up into the hopper to spray diesel fuel.

Trouble and maintenance free tail/stop/turn lighting is provided by a sealed lighting system where
each sealed LED light has it's own jacketed cord wired directly into one common sealed junction box
at the rear. Corrosion, tee's, and splices are non-existent on this machine.

Operator access to the hopper with heated asphalt and rotating equipment is a prime concern. The
Thermo-Lay machine has NO ladders installed discouraging easy operator access to the hopper. When
the hydraulic doors are opened, a safety circuit disengages hydraulics to the auger and the anti-bridge
bar to stop their rotation. Once the doors are fully closed auger and anti-bridge hydraulics are restored.
Spraying fluids around the Thermo-Lay while the burner is operating is eliminated by a safety circuit
that disengages the burner when the hopper cleaning pump, tack oil pump, or tack cleaning pump is
engaged. Upon disengaging the pumps, the burner automatically re-ignites.
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